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Group Travel

Left- Carl Carlan and Cindy Huerta standing at the local Car show in front of
Mercedes-Benz belonging to Walter Parce. On the right, we get a good picture of
Jaime Huerta’s Aston Martin in a beautiful black finish. The RGV Section
enjoyed visiting each other and studying the various automobiles that attend
these weekend car shows where folks just bring whatever they drive.
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Above- Cindy Huerta’s low mileage convertible and Richard’s low mileage coupe
show the great differences between two wonderful automobiles with more than
30 years difference in age. The RGV Section banner sits on the youngster’s
windshield. Jaime and Cindy donated the banner to the RGV Section just last
year. We take it to nearly every gathering of the members.
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Above-Richard Irizarry and Walter Parce pose in front of an old Studebaker in
perfect condition. This is just one example of the variety of automobiles that
visit this show nearly every month in the McAllen-Mission area of the Rio Grande
Valley.
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Here is a view of some of the RGV Section Automobiles. As you can see, the
group enjoys visiting and talking about MB automobiles. Cindy and Jaime came
to the show with some family members. They are being introduced to members
and their automobiles.
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Richard’s wife, Roseann, snapped this picture while he was trying to direct the
MB automobile owners to park along the front line at the car show.
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On November 11th, Veterans Day, the Rio Grande Valley Section met at Auturo’s
new restaurant in Weslaco. We recognized the three Veterans in the group that
were present, Dave Kennedy, Richard Irizarry and Wes Anderson. Col. Carl
Carlan was away on a trip. We always enjoy the meal and the conversation with
members of the RGV Section.
Our next meeting will be held on December 9, 2013 at Arturo’s Bar and Grill in
Weslaco. The meeting will give members an opportunity to contribute to a
Christmas Toy fund for a needy family in Weslaco. This is our opportunity to
give something back to the children of our Rio Grande Valley communities.
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Joining the MBCA RGV Section is easy. We welcome all interested
individuals to join us by simply calling the section president, Richard
Irizarry at 956.735.0363 richardirizarry@hotmail.com or Rolando Pedraza at
956.638.7282. We will send you the application form in the mail or direct
you to the MBCA at 800.637.2360.



MB of San Juan is located at 400 East Expressway 83 in San Juan, Texas.
Their phone number is 956.787.4400. They can be reached at
www.mbsanjuantx.com. Their motto is “How may I be of service?” Tell
them we sent you.



Please feel free to share this newsletter with your family and friends.
Happy motoring in your Mercedes-Benz! Send Comments to:
richardirizarry@hotmail.com

Sophia is one of the last two grandchildren of Richard and Roseann Irizarry. She
will no doubt become a member of the RGV Section in a few short years.
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